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Abstract-This paper investigates a cross layer scheduling
scheme for OFDMA wireless system with heterogeneous delay
requirements. Unlike most existing cross layer designs which take
a decoupling approach, our design considers both queueing
theory and information theory in modeling the system dynamics.
The cross layer design is formulated as an optimization of total
system throughput, subject to individual user's delay constraint
and total base station transmit power constraint. The optimal
scheduling algorithm for the delay-sensitive cross layer
optimization is to dynamically allocate radio resources based on
users' channel state information, source statistics and delay
requirements. Specifically, optimal power allocation was found to
be multilevel water-filling where urgent users have higher water-
filling levels, while optimal subcarrier allocation strategy is
shown to be achievable by low complexity greedy algorithm.
Simulation results also show the proposed jointly optimal power
and subcarrier allocation policy can provide substantial
throughput gain with all delay constraints being satisfied.

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of the robust performance of Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) over frequency selective
channel, OFDM can support high speed data transmission
through multiple subcarriers and it has been proposed as the
modulation and multiple access schemes for next generation
networks such as IEEE 802.16 wireless broadband access
system.

Conventional multiuser OFDM system, e.g. OFDM-FDMA
and OFDM-TDMA, with fixed subcarrier allocation scheme
only allows a single user to transmit on all of the subcarriers or
a fixed subset of subcarriers [1] and thus fails to exploit the
inherent multi-user diversity in the time varying wireless
channel. OFDMA with cross layer scheduling exploits this
multi-user diversity, by carefully assigning multiple users to
transmit simultaneously on the different subcarriers for each
OFDM symbol with optimal power and rate allocations. With
the dynamic subcarrier and power allocation in OFDMA
systems, the overall system throughput can be increased
significantly. There are considerable amount of existing works
on cross layer scheduling design for OFDMA systems (see for
example, [2, 3, 4] and references therein). However, in most
works, the cross layer designs were based on a decoupled
approach where the source statistics and the queue dynamics
were ignored from the physical layer information theoretical
models. In other words, these cross layer designs were targeted
for delay insensitive applications only. The authors in [5]
attempt to design cross layer schedulers that can incorporate

both the source statistics and queue dynamics into a simple On-
Off physical layer model. In [6, 7], the authors proposed a
cross layer algorithm based on combined information theory [8]
and queueing theory [9] to minimize the average system delay.
In [10], the authors consider cross layer scheduling through
utility based optimization on optimizing delay related utility.
The authors in [11 ] proposed a heuristic urgency based
allocation policy for Multiuser MISO wireless system with
zero forcing beam-forming strategy. Yet, it is not clear how
good the proposed heuristic allocation policy performs
compared with the optimal performance. Furthermore, in all
these designs, they are targeted for systems with homogeneous
users only.

In this paper, we shall focus on the cross layer scheduling
design for OFDMA systems which consider the effect of the
source statistics and queue dynamics in addition to the
information theoretical physical layer model. We consider
delay-sensitive systems with mixed traffics having
heterogeneous delay requirements. Compared to the
conventional assumption on homogeneous traffic in cross layer
design, it would be a more realistic assumption on traffic nature
of next generation wireless network which requires
simultaneous heterogeneous multimedia transmission of
different delay requirements. Unlike [4] which simplified the
physical layer into a simple ON-OFF model, we consider a
more sophisticated information theoretical model to capture the
performance of the OFDMA physical layer. The delay-
sensitive cross layer scheduling problem is formulated into a
mixed convex and combinatorial optimization problem. Based
on the optimization framework, we deduce the jointly optimal
power and subcarrier allocation strategy that satisfies the
heterogeneous delay requirements. We found that the optimal
power allocation strategy is given by multi-level water-filling
where users with tighter delay constraint will have a higher
"water-level". The optimal user selection (or sub-carrier
allocation) strategy is greedy in nature which has a linear
complexity with respect to number of users.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
system model, including channel model, multiuser physical
layer model, source model and M\AC layer model. Section III
presents the formulated optimization problem and the
corresponding power and subcarrier allocation policy.
Simulation results are studied in Section IV and a conclusion is
given in Section V.
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II. SYSTEM MODEL
This section outlines the OFDMA system model which is the

basis of the resource allocation problem formulated in Section
III. The conceptual system architecture of cross-layer
scheduling model for multiuser downlink OFDM scheduler is
shown in Figure 1. At the beginning of each scheduling slot, a
central resource scheduler in the base station is fed with queue
state information (QSI) and channel state information (CSI)
about the mobile users. The resource scheduler made a
scheduling decision based on this information and passes the
resource allocation scheme to the OFDM transmitter.
According to this subcarrier, power and rate allocation scheme,
the transmitter picks up the appropriate number of bits from
different users for all subcarriers to form an OFDM symbol.
The update process of status information of all users and also
the decision process are made once every time slot. The
subcarrier allocation and power allocation decision made by
the Base Station transmitter is assumed to be announced to
individual mobile user through a separate control channel with
the help ofMAC layer protocol. The following assumptions are
also made throughout the presentation of this paper. We
assumed the power and subcarrier allocation process is
centralized at Base Station. Perfect channel state information is
available at the transmitter (CSIT) and receiver (CSIR). It is
also assumed that transmission rate chosen from a continuous
set is realizable and perfect channel coding on each subcarrier
can be performed according to the channel characteristic. We
further assumed an infinite buffer for the arrival packets.

2

assumption for users with pedestrian mobility where the
coherence time of the channel fading is around 20ms or more.
It is also assumed each subcarrier has bandwidth much less
than coherent bandwidth of the channel so that there is only flat
fading within each subcarrier. The channel fading between
different users and different subcarriers is modeled as i.i.d.
complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit
variance. Specifically, let i denotes the subcarrier index and j
denotes the user index, then the received symbol Y1q at the j-th
mobile user on the i-th subcarrier is given by

Y. h..X.. Z.-'1 111 '1 (1)

where Xj is the OFDM symbol from the base station to the j-th
mobile user, hij is the complex channel gain of the i-th
subcarrier for the j-th mobile which is zero mean complex
Gaussian with unit variance and Zij is the zero mean complex
Gaussian noise with variance 2 . The average transmit power
allocated from the base station to user j through subcarrier i is

given by pj = E[X12 ]. We define a subcarrier allocation

strategy SNFXK = [sij], where sij = 1 when user j is selected for
subcarrier i, otherwise sij = 0. We also impose a constraint on
the average total transmit power of the base station

K NF
E[2Y s,ijip ]< PTOT , where PTOT is the available average

j=1 i=1
power in the base station and also the individual power
constraint p1 . 0 if sij = 1 and p1 =0 if sij = 0.

B. Multi-user Physical Layer Modelfor OFDMA Systems
In order to decouple the problem to be formulated in this

paper from specific implementation of coding and modulation
schemes, we consider information theoretical capacity as the
abstraction of the multi-user physical layer model. Shannon's
capacity can be achieved by random codebook and Gaussian
constellation at the base station. The maximum achievable data
rate rij convey from base station to user j through subcarrier i
during the fading block is given by the maximum mutual
information between Xj and Y1j given the perfect CSIT hij if sij
= 1. Thus the maximum achievable data rate rij (bits/s/Hz) can
be expressed as

rij = log, (I + pIj21 (2)
AK

QSI

Figure 1. Cross-layer scheduling model under Conceptual Channel Model
for OFDMA system with heterogeneous users

A. Downlink Channel Model
We consider an OFDMA system with quasi-static fading

channel within a scheduling slot t, (2ms). This is a reasonable

We also represent the transmission rate in matrix form
by RNFX = [rij] with each individual matrix element equal to rij.
In fact, using turbo codes or LDPC codes, the achievable data
rate could approach Shannon's capacity to within 0.05dB.

C. Source Model
In this paper, we assumed packets come into each user j's

buffer according to an independent Poisson process with rate
Aj and each packet has fixed size F (bits) for simplicity.
Furthermore, we consider the scenario with heterogeneous
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mobile user applications. The nature of each user application is
characterized by all the K tuples [2j,T1], where Aj is the
average arrival rate to user j and Tj is the delay constraint
requirement on the average delay E[wj] by the user j. Users
with heavier traffic load will have a higher ,j and more delay
sensitive application will have stringent delay requirements Tj.
D. MAC Layer Model

The MAC layer is responsible for the cross-layer scheduling
channel resource at every fading block. At the beginning of
every frame, the base station estimates the channel matrix
HN XK =[haj] through the reverse channel from the mobile
users as well as collecting the queue state information
QK= [q1] , where X = (HNFXK QK) forms the system state
which characterizes the system dynamics. Based on the CSIT
HN XK obtained, the scheduler determines the subcarrier
allocation policy SNFXK the power allocation policy PNFXK and
the corresponding rate allocation policy RN XK for the selected
users. The scheduling results are then broadcasted on the
downlink common channels to all mobile users before the
subsequent downlink packets transmissions at the scheduled
rates.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we formulate an OFDM resource allocation

problem based on the system model presented in Section II.
Our objective is to achieve maximum average total system

NF K

throughput E(X,, Q while maintaining OFDMA physical
j=1l

layer constraints on subcarrier selection, average transmission
power constraint and average delay E[wj] constraints. The
optimization problem is formally formulated as follows:

NF K p 2

MaxE(YEsij log2 (1+ )
S i=1 j=1

subject to (C1) :s E {0,1}
K

(C2):sY =1
i=l

(C3): pi 2 0
NF K

(C4) 4E[Sy I ]PO

(3)

i=1=1
(C5):EVu] <T.

NF ph2h# NBW
(C6):Is,log,(I+ ~'j )xt5 x N IF.qj VXi,j

1=1 UY F

where the expectation is taken over all system dynamics, ts is
the duration of the encoding frame, and BW is the total
Bandwidth of the OFDM system, F (bits) is the size of each
packet, qj is the instantaneous queue length of user j buffer (in
terms of number of packet), and the instantaneous system
state X is assumed to be known.

In the optimization problem (3), constraints (CI) and (C2)
are used to ensure only one user can occupy a subcarrier i at
one time, (C3) is used to ensure transmit power would only
take positive value, (C4) is the average total power constraint,
(C5) is the average delay constraint where E[wj] is the system
time (including waiting time and service time) of user j and
(C6) is used to ensure that the maximum number of scheduled
packet for the user j to be less than the queue length qj of user
j's buffer. As we will assume there are always packets to be
scheduled out, we will ignore the constraint (C6) in the
subsequent discussion.

A. Relationship between scheduled data rate and delay
parameters
The optimization problem in (3) is not directly solvable. For

the ease of the subsequent analysis, a relationship between the
minimum requirement on average scheduled data rate E[rj]
(bits/s) of user j and the user j's characteristic tuples [Aj ,Tj ] is
first formulated in order to transform the constraint (C5) to a
traceable form.
Lemma 1. A necessity and sufficient condition for constraint

(C5) could be obtained by Pollaczek-Khinchin formula [9]:

2 (1- Zj (E[X1 ])) ' (4)

when there is always a subcarrier available for any particular
user j (which is a practical assumption in OFDMA system
since number of subcarrier NF is usually much greater than
number of user K).

From Lemma 1, and with the recognition that
E[X2 ] . (E[Xj ])2 and E[X2] . F I E[r] , the constraint (C5)
can be simplified to a constraint on scheduled data rate rj of
user j which directly relate to user characteristic tuple [Aj, ],
and also packet size F as follows:

Corollary 1. A necessity condition for the constraint (C5) is

E[r9 ] . pj (Aj, 7a, F)

where p (Aj, T F) = (2T1; + 2) + V(2T, j
+ 2)2 + 8TIjwhere p1(A~~~,T1,F)= ' '

T

(5)

F.

Aj is the arrival rate of user j, Tj is the average delay
requirement of user j and F is the size of each packet, and rj is
the varying scheduled data rate (bits/s) of user j depending on
the CSIT realization HNXKK

IV. SCHEDULING STRATEGIES
The optimization problem (3) is a mixed integer and convex

optimization problem which is commonly solved by separating
the integer programming part (which only involves discrete
integer variables {sijV) from the convex programming part
(which only involves continuous variables {pij}) in the
following manner. For each possible subcarrier allocation
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policy SNF K' we compute the optimal power allocation and

the corresponding user data rates(r1,...,rN K). Based on the
computed rate vector (r1,,...,rN K) , the instantaneous total

NF K

system throughput Y ri can be evaluated. We can evaluate
=1 lj1

the total throughput for all different cases by enumerating all
possible subcarrier allocation policy SNF XK and the one that
gives the largest throughput will be the optimal solution.
However, based on the exhaustive search approach for {sij}, the
total search space is given by NF, which is not feasible for
moderate NF In this section, we shall illustrate that the search
for {s-j} can be decoupled between the NF subcarriers and
hence, only with complexity NF x K only. By replacing the
constraint (C5) with the necessary condition presented in
Corollary 1, optimization problem (3) can be reformulated into
the following traceable form:

A. Optimal Subcarrier Allocation and Optimal Power
Allocation

Theorem 1: Given the CSIT realization hi,, the optimal

subcarrier allocation Sopt = [s*] can be decoupled between NF
subcarriers and is given by:

FOR i = 1: NF

argmax(l+;,K )
lo(g2

h 2

*~~~~~~~~~ fl,l1

Ij {0 otherwise
END

The corresponding optimal power allocation Po= [p ] is
given by:

K NF pIh~ 2'
maxE[I,Isi log2(l+ 2 )]

subject to (CI) :si1 E {0, 1}
K

(C2): EsU =1
j=l

(C3):pi .0
K NF

(C4):E[Y,SijPi ]-PTOT
j=I i=I
NF pijIh2jI

(C5): E[:sij log, (I + 072-1)] 2 pj' (Aj, Tj-, F)

where p' (Aj,1,F)= pj(Aj,T,F)l(BW NF).

This optimization problem (6) is also a mixed integer and
convex optimization problem. In order to make the problem
even more traceable, we remove constraint (CI) to let su
further relaxed to be real number (between 0,1) (a fractional
value of sij refers to time sharing of the subcarrier) and setting
Pij = p, sj , we can reformulate the optimization problem in (6)
as a convex maximization problem. Using Lagrange Multiplier
techniques, the following Lagrangian could be obtained:

KNF ( hi (K NF~
L 1 + 2

+ rj=so1 ( l+ 5 2: JPX IJ i (= )

After finding the KKT condition through this Lagrangian, we
get the following optimal power and subcarrier allocation
stated in Theorem 1.

5"

* j2N)~~vS =

pj =1 h( 92 ), (9)
O,1 otherwise

where u , (r1X---¢rK) are the Lagrange multipliers which
satisfy all the KKT conditions and characterize the jointly

(6) optimal power and subcarrier allocation policy.
In Theorem 1, the optimal subcarrier allocation strategy

= [s; ] in (8) is shown to be implementable by a greedy
algorithm with linear complexity of K, and the optimal power
allocation Pl"t= [p* ] expressed in (9) can be interpreted as a
multi-level water-filling strategy. It means that those users with

urgent packets have to transmit at higher power level ( Yj)

while non-urgent users (i.e. those users with average delay
strictly less than delay deadline) are allocated with the same

I
power level .It is noted that the corresponding scheduled

U

p*J h. I'2(X2y ) -data rate would be rij = si log2 (1+

B. Minimalpower requiredfor QoS support
It should be remarked that a feasible power allocation and

subcarrier allocation policy that ensure satisfactions of all user
requirements may not exist.

Given all K tuples [Aj, TJ], where Aj is the average arrival
rate to user j and Tj is the delay constraint requirement by user j,
under the jointly optimal power and subcarrier allocation
policy, the minimum power required to support the delay
constraints of all users are given by P which is calculated as
follows:
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IP ~E[ExN K ( (I7+Y ) 2221]

E[x sI j0log2 | I =PI,VJ

where
(2T]7 +2)+ V(2Ti +2)2 +8]T7

p1Qu(Al,~,F)= ( 4T~

(10)

-F)I(BWI NF) I

Average total throughput vs. average transmit power
under different level of delay constraints (K 5, NF= 4)

6.8
T =7eT

6.6 To 3
-T 2.5

N6.4 no delay straint.

. 6.2
Throughput ormance degrades

36 as Delay requir ts become stringent

:E5.8

a5.6 /

< 5.4 - MinPower operating points when T 2.5

and , (v .rK) are the Lagrange multipliers characterizing
the jointly optimal power and subcarrier allocation policy. It
should be noted that with this only barely sufficient total
transmit power Pm, delay constraints of all users are active; on
the other hand, when the transmit power is less than Pm, at
least one delay constraint of a user cannot be satisfied for any
jointly optimal power and subcarrier allocation policy. Some
numerical examples on the minimum required power will be
shown in Section V.

V. SIMULATION RESULT
In this section, we present the simulation results using Monte

Carlo simulation to illustrate the performance of the proposed
cross layer scheduler for OFDM system with mixed traffic
having heterogeneous delay requirements.

A. Simulation Model
Mobile users are assumed to be homogeneous in terms of

path loss. We also consider arriving packets are of fixed size of
80 bits, and the arrival process to each mobile user's buffer is
an independent Poisson process with arrival rate is 0.5 packets
per time slot. The total system bandwidth is 80 kHz. Each time
slot lasts for 2ms. And we also assumed the channel noise has
unit variance.

B. Simulation Results
Consider the simulation model in Section V A, and with

number of subcarrier NF= 4 and number of users K = 5 in
which only user 1 and user 2 has delay constraint specified by
To (unspecified users are assumed to be able to tolerate a delay
up to 1000 time slots), it can be seen from Figure 2 that with
the delay constrained users being more urgent, the minimum
power required to support all delay constraints of the user
would increase, and at the same time the system throughput
would become smaller under same provision of average
transmit power.

/.-Min Power operating points when T = 3
'--Min Power operating points when To = 7

3 3.5 4
Average transmit power

4.5

Figure 2. Average total throughput vs average transmit power under
different delay constraint ofuser 1 and 2, To = 2.5, 3, 7 time slots

Figure 3 illustrates the scheduling performance with respect
to the effect of number of user K with only user 1 and user 2
has delay constraint. It can be seen that the system throughput
would increase with K because of the gain provided by
improved multiuser diversity, i.e. it is more likely to select user
with good channel conditions when more users are available.
However the gain of the average total system throughput from
multiuser diversity with users being delay constrained is less
than that with users having no delay constraint as seen in
Figure 3. Besides, the minimum power required to support the
same delay constraints of user 1 and user 2 would also
increases when number of users K in the system increases. In
practice, more users would also induce more overhead in
feeding back the channel estimation information to base station.

Average total throughput vs. average transmit power under different number of users
with different level of delay constraints

(red: To = 2.5, green To = 3, blue: To =7, cyan: no delay constraint)1 400, 0'. 0. 0

1200
o) Min Power operating points when K 20
E
S 1000_

._ /

m 800- N 4, K 10
0 g Throughp

NF 4, K 5
°2600 _F

0) (05tMin Power operating points when K = 10
< 400_

Min Power operating points when K = 5

200
0 50 100 150

Average transmit power

- F= 4, K=20

put performance improves
as K increases

250 300200

Figure 3. Average total throughput vs average transmit power under
different number ofuser, K= 5, 10, 20

With simulation setting changed to NF= 5, and K = 5 and
maintaining delay constraints of user 1 and user 2 to be To =

2.5. Figure 4 illustrates the scheduling performance under
different schedulers similar to those results shown in [2]. It can
be seen that system throughput is maximally achieved by the
jointly optimal Dynamic Subcarrier Allocation (DSA)
algorithms and Adaptive Power Allocation algorithm (APA).
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In particular, the throughput was increased mostly by using
optimal DSA algorithm, while the gain provided by optimal
APA is comparatively less significant when optimal DSA
algorithm is present. It can also be observed that the minimum
power required to support the delay constraints of all users is
the least for the case ofjointly optimal APA and DSA.

Average total throughput vs. average transmit power under various schedulers
131 [~~~~~

12

N
I= 11 _

.4

,5 10

a)

m

-Joint APA and DSA scheduler
APA only scheduler

- DSA only scheduler /
Fixed power and subcarrier assignment

Min Power required for fixed assignment

Mi Power required for DSA only scheduler

Pnower required for Optimal scheduler

- Min Power required for APA only scheduler

4 6 8 10 12 14
Average transmit power

16

Figure 4. Average total throughput vs average transmit power under
different schedulers

Upon the verification of delay constraints satisfaction of the
scheduling algorithm, we consider an OFDMA system with 4
subcarriers and 5 users again. But the arrival process to each
mobile user's buffer in this case is an independent Poisson
process with different arrival rate for different users. We
assumed user 1 and user 2 has delay constraint of T1 = 4 and T2
= 2 time slots respectively, and their incoming packet arrival
rate is 0.3 packets per time slot. Other users are assumed to
have no delay constraint. We tested the effect of varying arrival
rate of the background traffic (consisting of unclass users),
while keeping the same total transmit power constraint PTOT =

3. It is shown in Figure 5 that delay constraints of the delay
constrained users (user 1 and user 2) are satisfied, independent
of the background traffic loading, with the only scarification of
the delay performance ofthose delay insensitive users.

Average delay vs. Arrival rate with 2 classes of users

-class 1 user(delay req. T,=
700 class 2 user(delay req. T2=

° 60_
a)
E

M 50_
E
a)C40 _

-unclass users l
unclass users 2

unclass users 3

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a cross-layer scheduler for

OFDMA systems with heterogeneous delay requirements. The
cross layer design problem is formulated as an optimization
problem with consideration of the source statistics, queue
dynamics as well as the CSIT in the OFDMA systems. The
optimal power allocation and subcarrier allocation solutions are
obtained based on the optimization framework. The proposed
cross layer scheduler offers a nice balance of maximizing
throughput and providing QoS (delay) differentiation of the
mixed heterogeneous users. We also investigated the minimum
power required for finding a feasible scheduler that can satisfy
all delay requirements. From the simulation results, it was also
shown that substantial throughput gain is achieved by jointly
optimal power and subcarrier allocation policy and all users'
delay constraints are satisfied.
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